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The party 16 loudly proposed “the society is more harmonious”; the goal, party's 
16 sessions of six CCP plenary conferences to construct the socialism harmonious 
society to make the system elaboration, the comprehensive deployment. The 
construction socialism harmonious society intrinsic title deed is in harmony with the 
China traditional culture the essence, agrees with inherits the China traditional culture 
outstanding ingredient and in the general populace realizes the universal desire under 
the new historical condition which the Chinese nation revives. The socialism 
harmonious society theory absorbed and has profited from in the human culture about 
the social harmonious thought beneficial achievement, and unified with the 
Contemporary China society's special details. Socialism harmonious society including 
human and nature, human and social, human and human, human own harmony four 
aspects. The socialism harmonious society's general goals are the democratic 
government by law, the fair justice, the good faith friendly affection, the fill vigor, the 
stability order, the human and the nature are together harmoniously. The construction 
socialism harmonious society, eliminates each kind of uncoordinated factor, melts each 
kind of contradiction, crossed smoothly sad, realizes the economic society fast health to 
develop continually, avoids the political turbulence and the society is unbalanced, 
reduces the development price, has the important theory value and the practical 
significance. How do the home very many experts all in to construct the socialism 
harmonious society, how harmonious society establishes to study positively with the 
exploration. But the tax policy will take the state economy policy the important 
constituent, also is the present government intervenes, one of adjustment economy 
important methods, how tax policy will choose to construct the socialism harmonious 
society to have the extremely vital role. The paper through carries on the elaboration to 
the socialism harmonious society theory origin and the realistic background, the 
research obtains the socialism harmonious society the connotation and the main 















elaboration to harmonious social and the tax policy relations, pointed out the tax policy 
is constructs the socialism harmonious society the major policy choice. In carries on the 
analysis to our country present tax policy, does not adapt the construction socialism 
harmonious society's tax policy factor to at present to carry on the analysis in the 
foundation to propose the countermeasure. Must construct the socialism harmonious 
society to have to choose the ecology environmental protection the tax policy, promotes 
the human and the natural harmony; chooses the fair tax policy, promotes the human 
and the human, the human and society's harmony; chooses the humanist tax policy, 
promotes human own harmony. Thus makes the tax revenue for the socialism 
harmonious society's construction the contribution. 
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